
    
     
    
    CLASSES ON OFFER NOW!
COVERING: WEDS NIGHTS, Monday & Friday nights package, One-Day Sunday events, 2 spaces in 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP, THURS NIGHT, and the upcoming INISHTURK and INISHBOFIN JAUNTS

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS DEVELOPING WRITER: Space for joiners in the DEVELOPING 
WRITER workshop and class in Fitzwilliam Street, from Weds 8 July. I can sell a 6,7,or 8 
session ticket for these meetings, which run 2.75-3 hours.€180 for a 6 meeting ticket, €205 
for 7 and €225 for 8.

MONDAYS AND FRIDAYS COMBINATION DEVELOPING WRITER COURSE:(3 Monday 
evenings and 4 Friday evenings), GLASTHULE. FRI 10 JULY, MON 13 JULY, FRI 7 AUGUST, 
MON 10 AUGUST, MON 24 AUGUST, FRI 28 AUGUST, FRIDAY 4 SEPT. I can offer 6 or 7 
week tickets for these, fees as per Weds night rates above. (2.75 hour sessions, book-
surrounded and with a constant flow of tea!)

NEXT PAGE: ONE DAY COURSES, INISHTURK JULY JAUNT OFFER, BOFIN JAUNTS

Summer News
JANE CLARKE’s “THE RIVER” is the NUMBER ONE 
BEST-SELLER in Hodges Figgis, in Dublin, this 
week. And it’s POETRY! The world has come 
right, finally! And as Jane spent a number of 
terms in Writing Train poetry workshops, I am 
now going to let myself bask in a tiny bit of 
reflected glory!

W.T member DAVE McGRATH’s novel, “RICKSHAW” has just 
launched in London. Google “Dave McGrath and the Irish Post, 
Rickshaw” for a lovely interview with Dave and a tour around the 
Soho setting of Rickshaw. Dave is a wonderful writer whom we 
had the pleasure of working with for  a few terms a couple of 
years ago. If you’re looking for an exhilarating read, give 
Rickshaw a go!

Longtime W.T. member JUSTINE DELANEY’s novel, “AN 
ORDINARY FACE” will come out from Hachette in Spring 2016.

And in other news,  I’m tweeting after class these days. You’ll 
find me @YvonneCWritingT. Please spread the word... I 
mean retweet; )!



ONE-DAY SUMMER DEVELOPING POET 
COURSE:
Following on from the last similar day, ('fantastic!' I was told!), the
date for this is August 9th (SUNDAY). €95/ or €80 to current students in 
other classes. This session will combine a workshop with a taught/ 
discursive and facilitated session on the question of Voice and Clarity, 
looking at the work of established writers plus at difficulties we are all 
having on this issue in our own writing. You’ll receive study materials in 
advance for this course to maximise our effectiveness on the day.

"FROM HISTORY TO STORY" one-day event on 
working with research in fiction, non-fiction, drama or poetry 
will take place on JULY 12th. €90 is the fee for this 10-30-5-30 
day in GLASTHULE. During it, I hope to pass on what I've learnt 
in 10 years research and non-fiction historical / social history 
writing, plus what I've learnt in my writing and facilitating on 
the effective use of research in poems and fiction too. 

VISION EDIT DAY: SUNDAY 23 AUGUST, a day dedicated 
to achieving a clearer vision for your novel, long non-fiction prose work or 
thematically linked collection of poems. Excerpts will be read and 
exercises. challenges and discussion will ensure your project finishes the 
day in sharper and clearer shape. €90

INISHTURK JAUNT 18-25 JULY & 15-22 AUGUST
INISHTURK JAUNT: (at START TO WRITE/ DEVELOPING WRITER and GUIDED WRITING 
RETREAT levels) There are still a couple of spaces left in the JULY INISHTURK JAUNT. 
18-25 JULY. Special deal fee for participants in current or recent ( spring 2015) WT 
classes: TWO PLACES AVAILABLE AT €525 all-in, in single rooms in our course houses 
(standard fee €625). 3 places available at €575 all-in, accommodation in B and B.  
Same offer applies to current and recent participants wishing to attend AUGUST 
INISHTURK JAUNT (15-22 AUGUST). Finally, €75 discount on BOFIN JAUNTS

for 5-12 
and 12-19 
SEPT 
dates, if 
booked
by JULY 
17 th.



ALSO AVAILABLE:

M.S. Reading, 
and Editing 
service, 
(“Magic” says 
best-selling 
poet Jane 
Clarke!)

One off workshops with 
Writing groups and 
editing/ vision edit 
days with individual 
writers, nationwide.

yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com

   086 1701418
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